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DRIVA Arts DRIVA 

Summative Assessment Final Report 

 

1. Introduction 

This document presents the Summative Assessment (SA) of DRIVA Arts DRIVA 
(DRIVA) project, following the SA Plan provided to the funders. 

DRIVA aimed to provide a research led, user centred online portal that co-evolves 
proposals, consortia and a programme of events to consolidate R&D bids, incentivised 
by free access to a Gatwick Airport Ltd (GAL) proprietorial data set. 

The overarching objective of the project was to support: (a) more digital businesses to 
engage in knowledge transfer and innovation, (b) develop links with Higher Education 
and research institutions, and (c) demonstrate the benefits of working with those 
knowledge-based partners.  

In order to meet those objectives, the project proposed to: 

a) Build a digital platform;  

b) Host and hold workshops in the Coast to Coast (C2C) region; 

c) Deliver Stakeholder events such as hackathons, pit stops, and workshops; 

d) Provide technical support to SMEs; and 

e) Offer Superfused collaboration awards. 

The target beneficiaries were 
SMEs operating in the creative, 
digital and information 
technology sectors (CDIT) from 
across the Coast to Capital 
(C2C) LEP area. However, 
access to the DRIVA platform 
and Superfused R&D awards 
were not restricted to the C2C 
region. 

The project was delivered by a 
consortium of two partners: 
University of Brighton (UoB), lead 
partner, and the University of 
Sussex (UoS).  

Originally to be delivered over a 
31-month period from July 2018 (on a start date of 1st November) to January 2021. 
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Considering the economic and social impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic, March 2020 
onwards, a revised timescale with the funders was agreed following a No Cost 
Extension to finish in April 2021.  The contracted set of outputs follows in table 1.  

 

Output Contracted 

Enterprises receiving at least 12 hours of support 114 

Enterprises receiving grants (Superfused R&D awards) 14 

Enterprises receiving non-financial support 60 

Number of new enterprises supported 40 

New jobs (or FT equivalent) in supported enterprises 20 

Enterprises cooperating with research entities (MOU) 10 

Enterprises supported to introduce new to the market 
products 

10 

Enterprises supported to introduce new to the firm products 10 

Table 1 – DRIVA contracted quantitative outputs 

Another output proposed was a report of Research-Based Strategies for Value 
Capture – mapping knowledge, ideas and facilities in HEIs, modelling routes of 
engagement – to help SMEs to unlock ideas that create value from data with market 
application, developed in collaboration with the Science Policy Research Unit (SPRU), 
from University of Sussex (Work Package 3). 

As a result of the project’s outputs, the following outcomes were expected:  

a) Increase investment in research and innovation by SMEs, in sectors and 
technologies identified through smart specialisation; 

b) Increase the number of SMEs engaged in knowledge exchange, collaborative and 
contract research and innovation; and 

c) The release of value from the digital sector by large companies. 

This SA report – built upon the Summative Assessment plan – was undertaken by the 
Centre for Change, Entrepreneurship and Innovation Management (CENTRIM), a 
Centre of Research and Enterprise Excellence (CORE) of University of Brighton. 

As proposed in the SA Plan, the evaluation focus on four components: (1) Design 
of the project; (2) Project delivery; (3) Outcomes and Impact, and (4) Economic 
sustainability (value for money). A set of elements were assessed for each of the 
components. Table 2 provides an overview of the components and its elements, as 
well as a summary of the data collected and methodology applied.  

The report is organised as follows: after this (1) introduction and context, session 2 
presents the project progress. The assessment of the four components and its 
respective elements are presented in the sequence: (3) Design of the project, (4) 
Project delivery; (5) Outcomes and Impact, and (6) Economic sustainability (value for 
money). Conclusions and lessons learnt are presented in session 7. 
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Components Elements assessed Summary of methodology employed/data collection 

1. Design of 
the project 

• Digital platform (WP1) provides the planned 
functionalities  

• Outreach (WP2 and events programme) are 
properly organised; and  

•  Report elaborated by the research partner 
(SPRU) provides clear strategies to help SMEs to 
capture value from their innovation activity (WP3). 

• Final version of the digital platform compared to the functionalities planned. WP1 
leader interviewed in order to understand if there were any changes in the 
planned platform compared to the actual delivered one, and if yes, its 
implications for the project outcomes;  

• The leaders of the tasks related to the outreach activities provided report of its 
main events/activities, substantiated by documents, to the assessment team. 
Therefore, the assessment team elaborates outreach map and provides insights 
on SMEs engagement. 

2. Project 
delivery 

•  Workshops (WS), stakeholder events (SE) and 
technical support (TS) were well organised and 
generate value for them;  

•  The Superfused awards followed a clear and fair 
process. 

 

•  Feedback on the organisation, delivery and value generation of the events 
delivered. Provide insights on the perception of the participants about the support 
received; 

•  The project leader report on the methodology as well as proof of evidence of 
transparency and fairness of the process for granting the Superfused awards.  

•  Interview with the leader of the task to collect evidence on the practices employed 
in the process and implications of them.   

3. Outcomes 
and Impact 

• Extent that DRIVA supported SMEs engaged to (a) 
move forward in the innovation process, towards the 
delivery of new products and process new for the 
firm and the market; (b) promote the increase in their 
R&I investment; (c) increase the number and depth 
of the partnerships with HEIs; and (d) generate value 
from GAL´s data 

 

• Online survey to SMEs that receive at least 12 hours of support from DRIVA, aiming 
to verify:  

(i) variation in their R&I investment;  

(ii) number and depth of the partnerships with HEIs; and  

(iii) generation of value from GAL´s data. 

• Interviews with SMEs granted with the Superfused awards and SMEs that received 
at least 12 hours of support but did not applied/received grants.  

 

4. Economic 
sustainability 

• Sustainability of the planned business model of 
DRIVA digital platform after the project finishes 

 

Interview with the PI of the project and complementary report provided 

Table 2 – Overview of components, elements, and summary of the methodology
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1.1 Context 

The Covid-19 pandemic had several impacts on DRIVA programme. Firstly, the SMEs 
from the CDIT sectors, were severely impacted in terms of sales and employment, 
particularly the creative sector (Recreational Services - figure 1). Around 47% of the 
creative sector is freelance and demanded further support not to collapse (Box 1).  

Figure 1 - Expected impact of Covid-19 on sales and employment from 2020 Q2 to 2021 Q1 
by industry 

 
Source: Economics Observatory (2021)1 

 

Box 1 
The Covid-19 crisis presents the biggest threat to the UK’s cultural infrastructure, institutions and 
workforce in a generation. The loss of performing arts institutions, and the vital work they do in 
communities by spreading the health and education benefits of cultural engagement, would 
undermine the aims of the Government’s ‘levelling up’ agenda and Arts Council England’s next 10-
year strategy, and reverse decades of progress in cultural provision and diversity and inclusion that 
we cannot afford to lose. In addition to the emergency funding already announced, the performing 
arts need a sector-specific recovery deal that includes continued workforce support measures, 
including enhanced measures for freelancers and small companies; clear, if conditional, timelines for 
reopening, and technological solutions to enable audiences to return without social distancing; and 
long-term structural support to rebuild audience figures and investment in time of economic 
uncertainty. (DCMSC, 2020, p. 27)2 

Not just the sector suffered, but the particular geographical area of Gatwick airport 
has also been hit particularly hard. The Gatwick Diamond Partnership estimate a 13-
16% reduction in local economic output in 2020. Assuming pre-Covid growth rates, it 

 
1 Economic Observatory (2021). Update: Which firms and industries have been most affected by Covid-19?, data 
from the DMP (Decision Maker Panel). Retrieved from https://www.economicsobservatory.com/update-which-
firms-and-industries-have-been-most-affected-by-covid-19  
2 DCMSC - Digital, Culture, Media and Sport Committee (2020). Impact of COVID-19 on DCMS sectors: First 
Report. Retrieved from https://committees.parliament.uk/publications/2022/documents/19516/default/ 

https://www.economicsobservatory.com/update-which-firms-and-industries-have-been-most-affected-by-covid-19
https://www.economicsobservatory.com/update-which-firms-and-industries-have-been-most-affected-by-covid-19
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will take the Gatwick Diamond area ten years to recover the GVA it is expected to lose 
in 2020 3. 

Summed up to these challenges, some events planned to be hybrid had to be 
converted to full remote events, in a period where the University had to close and 
support of staff was reduced. The PI of the project and the academic responsible for 
the SA (WP5) were off sick with Covid-19 for significant periods of time in 
January/2021 and May/ 2021, respectively, delaying the delivery of the activities 
planned. 

In summary, Covid-19 impact on the sector and geography targeted by the project, 
and on the strategy and resources available (people, channel) to deliver it, had a 
severe impact on the performance of the project (presented next session). 
 

 

  

 
3 Gatwick Diamond, http://www.gatwickdiamond.co.uk/resource-centre/latest-news/2020/06/jobs-at-risk-warns-

new-covid-19-impacts-study.aspx 
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2. Project Progress 

Table 3 presents the overall performance of the project. The project was not able to 
reach the targets (> 75%) in three of the indicators:(a) C1. Number of Enterprises 
Receiving Support (46%), (b) C.5 Number of New Enterprises Supported (10%), and 
(c) C8. Employment Increase in Support Enterprises (35%). 

 

Indicator 

Targets Performance at Project closure 

Original No. % of Target 
Overall 

Assessment* 

C1. Number of Enterprises Receiving 
Support 114 53 46% 

 

C.2 Number of Enterprises Receiving 
Grants 14 11 79% 

 

C.4 Number of Enterprises receiving 
non-financial support 60 53 88% 

 

C.5 Number of New Enterprises 
Supported 40 4 10% 

 

C.6 Private Investment matching 
public support to enterprises (Grants) £10,000  £19,719.00  197% 

 

C8. Employment Increase in Support 
Enterprises 20 7 35% 

 

C.26 Number of enterprises 
cooperating with research entities 10 8 80% 

 

C.28 Number of Enterprises 
supported to introduce new to the 
market products 

10 11 110% 
 

C.29 Number of Enterprises 
supported to introduce new to the firm 
products 

3 11 367% 
 

Table 3 – Spend and output 
* Over 85% = green 
From 75% to 85% = amber 
Under 75% = red 

For C1., 35 additional SMEs could have been claimed (eligibility checked), increasing 
the total number to 88 (77%), but those SMEs/sole traders didn’t sign off correctly, so 
there is insufficient evidence about their participation. Anothther 17 eligible SMEs/sole 
traders received 8 hours of support, and 12 received 6 hours. 

Considering the context presented in topic 1.1, decisions to start a new business or 
increase the team were postponed, the low engagement of startups (C.5) and lack of 
new job creation (C.8) can be partially explained by the systemic crisis brought about 
by the pandemic. Complementary explanations and  underperformance on general 
engagement are explored in the next sessions. 
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3. Design of the project  

Three elements are assessed regarding the appropriateness of the project design: 

a) Digital platform (WP1): the aim is to verify if it provides the intended initial 
functionalities;  

b) Outreach (WP2 and events programme): understand if delivered events were 
properly organised; and  

c) Report elaborated by the research partner (SPRU) provides clear strategies to help 
SMEs to capture value from their innovation activity (WP3). 

 
3.1 The digital platform (WP1) 

The final version of the DRIVA digital platform was explored in terms of its intended 
and delivered functionalities. An in-depth exploration of the frontend of current live 
platform at “www.drivaartsdriva.com” (figure 2), data collection through the back-office 
dashboard of the platform (figure 3), and an interview with WP1 leader Prof Karen 
Cham. Additional information was shared by e-mail by Prof Karen Cham. 

According to the original proposal, DRIVA digital platform would be “a digital first 
communications and data aggregating platform, that provides a one stop portal to 
existing support and an embedded digital matching service that aims to assist the 
evolution of R&D foci and bid consortia”. 

It is possible to view ,on the live platform, all of the events delivered by DRIVA 
programme as well as, for those registered, to be “matched” with events, people, and 
other organizations of interest, dependant on the profile of the user. Data on the users, 
events and “matches” are available through the dashboard. 

 

 
Figure 2 – Driva Arts Driva landing page (live current version) 
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Figure 3 – Driva Arts Driva web platform dashboard 

 

According to the PI of the project, all the functionalities planned were implemented. 
The DRIVA platform was designed to map and model the key elements of the DRIVA 
project innovation ecosystem around innovating with data, built as an online economy. 
It represents the digital transformation of the collaborative FuseBox CDIT innovation 
model. It was designed to leverage the “network effect” generated by a volume of 
participants. The platform itself consists of: 

• an external facing website to promote the project that includes: 

o project details; 

o events listings; 

o opportunities listings; 

o resource listings. 

• an accessible network of innovation stakeholders profiles; 

• a private personal dashboard from where stakeholders: 

o receive a personalised data feed based on profile features; 

o curate their own interests from listings; 

o book events, opportunities and resources; 

o request introductions and 1-2-1 support; 

o view a log of their own progress via credits as part of a gamified 

programme. Example: 
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▪ Total completed 12 hours inc. unverified; 

▪ Total Verified and not completed 12 hours. 

• a back end data dashboard generating actionable insights into stakeholder 

demographics and behaviours from semantic tags. E.g. : 

o Totals in each ‘looking for’ sub category 

▪ Creative 

▪ etc 

o Totals in each ‘offering’ sub category 

▪ Technology 

▪ etc 

The design blue print of DRIVA web platform is on figure 4. 
 

 

  Figure 4 – Technical service design blueprint 

 

Currently, there are 1,151 subscribers, from which 981 belongs to different types of 

organisations (figure 5). 
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Figure 5 – Types of organisations subscribed to DRIVA web platform 

 

3.2  The outreach of the programme 

Although the project target was the C2C LEP area, the outreach was broader: the 53 
SMEs/sole traders that received more than 12 hours of support (C.1), includes 
companies as far as Manchester (North), Norwich (East) and Nailsea (West) (figure 
6). 

 

Figure 6 – Outreach of events delivered (C1) 
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3.3  Value capture strategies in the creative industries - WP3 

The aim of this part of the assessment is to evaluate if the report elaborated by the 
research partner, the Science and Policy Unit (SPRU) from University of Sussex, 
provides clear strategies to help SMEs to capture more value from their innovation 
activity (WP3). 

The final reported provided, entitled “Value Capture in the Creative Industries: A 
Typology and Evidence from the C2C Creative Radar Survey” explored the 
approaches to value capture seen within the CDIT sector in the UK overall, the 
Coast2Capital (C2C) LEP region, and within the participants of the DRIVA programme 
itself. Three data sets were employed: the Creative Radar survey of 976 creative 
industries businesses across the UK carried out in January-March 2020; a survey of 
293 CDIT businesses in the C2C LEP region and a survey data from 293 companies 
that participated in the DRIVA programme. 

Table 44 summarise the business models categories, the most common strategies 
adopted in each one, and the factors impacted (positively or negatively).  It shows that 
“some of these strategies are associated with either higher levels of growth or growth 
aspirations, while others are associated with particular reliance on freelancers, or uses 
of proximity in different contexts”.   

   
Business 
Model 

Most 
common 
strategies 

Performance 
outcomes 

Complementary assets: 
Ideas and proximity 

Issues and policy 

Creative 
Business 
Services 

Creative-led  Ideas outside UK (-) Creative, tech, 
management skills as 
barriers (-) 

 
Technology-
led 

Freelancer 
reliant (+) 

Ideas outside UK (-) 
Ideas from Europe (+) 

Creative skills as barrier 
(+) 

 
Local 
champions 

  Creative skills as barrier 
(-) 

Sales of 
Content 

IP-led Freelancer 
reliant (+) 

Ideas within the city (+) 
 
Complementary assets: 
Proximity to customers (-) 

Apply for finance (+), 
especially crowdfunding 
(+) 
 
Late payments (+) 

 

Tech-led Freelancer 
reliant (+) 

Complementary assets: 
Proximity to customers (-) 
Complementary assets: 
Proximity to companies in 
other sectors (-) 

Apply for crowdfunding 
(+) 
 

Licensing IP 

Tech-led High growth (+) 
Freelancer 
reliant (-) 
Management 
graduates (-) 

Complementary assets: 
Proximity to customers (+) 
 
Ideas from UK (-) 
Ideas outside UK (+) 
 

Creative skills as barrier 
(+) 
Tech skills as barrier (+) 
Infringement as barrier 
(+) 
 

 

Local 
champions 

Freelancer 
reliant (+) 
Arts grads (+) 

Complementary assets: 
Proximity to skills (-) 
Complementary assets: 
Proximity to supplier (+) 
 
Ideas from outside EU (+) 
 

Apply for loans (+) 
 
Late payments (+) 

 
4 Table 3 in WP3 report 
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Business 
Model 

Most 
common 
strategies 

Performance 
outcomes 

Complementary assets: 
Ideas and proximity 

Issues and policy 

Consumer 
Content and 
Experiences 

Creative-led STEM grads (+) Ideas from region (-) 
Ideas from EU, outside EU 
(+) 

Creative, tech, 
management skills as 
barriers (+) 
 
Apply for crowdfunding (-) 

 

Technology-
led 

Freelancer 
reliant (+) 
 

Ideas from UK (+) 
Ideas from EU (-) 

Creative skills as barrier 
(+) 
 

 

Local 
champions 

Freelancer 
reliant (+) 
 

Ideas from EU (+), outside 
EU (+) 

Creative skills as barrier 
(+) 
 

Business 
Services to 
Consumers 

Creative-led Freelancer 
reliant (+) 
STEM grads (-) 
 

Complementary assets: 
Proximity to local skills (-) 
Complementary assets: 
Proximity to universities (-) 
Complementary assets: 
Proximity to other firms in 
sector (-) 
Office space (-) 

Apply for loans (+) 
Management (-), tech (-) 
skills as barrier 

 

Technology-
led 

Aim for high 
growth (+) 

Complementary assets: 
Proximity to other firms (+) 

Apply for finance (-), 
especially equity (-) 
Management skills as 
barrier (+ 

 

IP-led Aim for high 
growth (+) 

 Apply for finance (-) 
especially loans (-) and 
equity(-) 
Management skills as 
barrier (+) 
Competition as barrier (+) 

Cultural 
Organisations 

Creative-led  Complementary assets: 
Proximity to firms in same 
sector (+) 
Complementary assets: 
Proximity to suppliers (+) 
Complementary assets: 
Ideas from EU (+) 

Apply for finance (+), 
including loans (-) 
Management skills as 
barrier (+) 
 

 Technology-
led 

 Complementary assets: 
Proximity to firms in same 
sector (-) 

Management skills as 
barrier (-) 
 

 Local 
champions 

 Ideas from EU (+) 
Complementary assets: 
Proximity to universities (+) 
 

Management skills as 
barrier (+) 
 

Table 4 – Business models, strategies and factors impacted (negative or positively) 
 

Thus, the report provides what was initially intended, exploring not just the target 
geography of DRIVA, but expanding it to the whole UK. However, there is no evidence 
of the dissemination of the results, as the report is not incorporated in DRIVA web 
platform or embedded in any other online platform or event found related to DRIVA. 
The project team has stated this will happen in the near future. 
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4. Project Delivery  

In terms of project delivery, the following items were assessed: 

a) Organisation and value provided by the events to the SMEs; and 

b) Process to grant the Superfused awards; and  

 
4.1 Organisation and value provided by WS, SE and TS 

It was possible to evaluate the feedback of a sample of the events delivered by DRIVA 
programme: all events from September to November 2020 (full remote). The data 
provided by the project manager of DRIVA was collected using JISC Online Surveys. 
The feedback covered 7 questions: 

a) How likely is it that you would recommend the event to a friend or colleague? 
(1=not at all likely …5=extremely likely) 

b) Overall, how would you rate the workshop?  
(1 = not great …5= excellent) 

c) How would you rate the workshop structure?  
(1= poor … 5= excellent) 

d) How would you rate the workshop content?  
(1= not at all useful … 5=extremely useful) 

e) How would you rate the workshop presentation and delivery?  
(1 = not great …5= excellent) 

f) How would you rate the workshop's usefulness?  
(1= not at all useful … 5=extremely useful) 

g) How organised was the workshop?   
(1= not at all … 5= extremely) 

The valid responses (n=81) generated the overall statistics presented in figure 7. 

 

Figure 7 – Overall feedback of the events from September to November 2020 
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All the items were highly evaluated: 

a) For all of them, at least 51% of the respondents attributed the highest score. 
Iconsidered combining scores 5 (excellent) and 4 (very good), it raises to at 
least 79% of the respondents; 

b) The questions receiving the highest evaluation scores were “How likely is it 
that you would recommend the event to a friend or colleague?” and “How 
would you rate the workshop structure?”, reaching both 86% of the 
respondents that scored them as 5 (excellent) or 4 (very good). 

Some testimonials can be found in Box 2.  

 

Box 2 
“Excellent session. I finally understand what the programme is all about! Frankly I wasn't quite sure 
until now - the content has been so been so varied, it's hard to get to grips with what's going on. I 
particularly enjoy all Karen's stuff -  such an outstanding blend of theoretical grip & practical experience 
plus a great presentation style” (event on 06th Oct 2020) 
 
“Fascinating overview of a project new to me. Ran more smoothly than lots of webinars. I'll definitely 
keep an eye on it.” (event on 08th Oct 2020) 
 
“The additional case studies that show how data is used are great. I love digging into details like this.” 
(event on 13th Oct 2020) 
 

 

General comments on what should be improved: 

a) Respondents pointed out that some workshops were more a lecture than a hands-
on actual workshop (working on tasks); 

b) In some sessions, the slides were presented very quickly, making it difficult to follow 
specially on how to use the data from Gatwick Airport (for data analysts it should be 
easy to follow, but not for a non-expert); 

c) Attendants would like to interact more with facilitator and group. 

 

Overall, the events were well received and highly evaluated. 
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4.2 Process of Superfused collaboration grants  

The Superfused Awards were designed to support businesses and creative arts 
practitioners to leverage value from data, using data to innovate for survival, create 
new income streams, add value to existing offerings and to augment product and 
service portfolios.  

They were addressed to eligible SMEs and: (a) should involve at least one partner 
organisation who is a DRIVA verified members, (b) applicants are members of the 
www.drivaartsdriva.com platform with a completed profile and a minimum of 12 hours 
of support, and (c) should be able to demonstrate legal compliance via standard due 
diligence. Projects were able to bid for funding of up to £10k (and exceptionally £20k) 
to develop collaborative projects to prototype, MVP or demo/ work in progress stage.  

There were two rounds, launched in October 2019 and in September 2020. The 
second round was reoriented in response to Covid-19, to enabling the project to 
provide smaller grants between £1k-5k for: 

a) Equipment (e.g., Laptops, Computer Hardware, Materials); 
b) Skills training; 
c) 1-2-1 specialist business support; 
d) Software and Subscriptions (including industry memberships and data sets 

access); and 
e) Development tools. 

 

The awards, and briefing events, were disseminated to DRIVA registered SMEs 
through the DRIVA web platform (figure 8) and e-mails (figure 9). 

 

Figure 8 – Invitation to Superfused Collaboration awards briefing event5 

 

 
5 Retrieved from https://drivaartsdriva.com/events/driva-arts-driva-superfused-collaboration-awards-
briefing-event 
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Figure 9 – Invitation to Superfused Collaboration awards briefing event sent by e-mail 
to companies registered at DRIVA web platform. 

 

All the guidance on how to apply was available in DRIVA web platform (figure 10), as 
well as the description of the application process (figure 11). SMEs were encouraged 
to access academic consultants to deliver the project. 

 

Figure 10 – DRIVA web platform6 

 
6 Retrieved from https://drivaartsdriva.com/index.php?p=resources/driva-arts-driva-superfused-
collaboration-awards-guidance-documents 
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Figure 11 – Application process (2nd round) 

 

11 SMEs received grants through the Superfused awards. In the first round 2 SMEs 
received the grants: 

a) Helen Dewhurst Design: Project: Transit: an Immersive experience of Gatwick 
as a sonic organism using the GAL data feed to create an immersive 
experience in a prototype artist designed chair enabling the ‘viewer’ to lie back 
or sit and experience the data as a vibrational sound. An application is in to the 
Arts Council for future development and a UK tour. 

b) Anna Dumitriu Arts: Project Susceptible: a Data driven immersive art 
exhibition combining data from their collaborative partners at Oxford University 
(CRyPTIC project) and the GAL data feed exploring the spread of antibiotic 
resistant TB through air travel. The work has won a number of international 
awards and will be touring in 2022. 

Another 7 were approved in the 2nd round: 

a) Unique Uncut: Lemonade: An AR music trail and geo-located licensing 
platform.  This project created a working beta prototype iOS app and music 
trail. This launched in April 2021 and is commissioned as part of the Brighton 
Festival the largest arts festival in England. 

b) Fortune Cat: Creating data-driven generative music from the operational data 
of Gatwick Airport by developing a bespoke data transformation framework for 
generating multi-channel MIDI compositions from disparate time-based data-
sources. Using data to communicate the mood of the airport at specific times. 

c) Studio Above and Below: Haptic installation of Gatwick Airport data, “Haptic 
Augmentation” is a R&D project which explores haptic feedback through a 
mixed reality data feed. The project utilizes Gatwick’s flight data and transforms 
the remote data into a wearable haptic feedback, which can be felt on the body 
– creating an alternative and more inclusive experience of data visualisation, 
which usually focuses on vision. 

d) Michael Connolly: What’s Your Vector? is a generative art project that uses 
the Gatwick data set and live weather data. It creates an abstract artwork every 
six hours based on this data and posts it to the internet. 

e) Root Interactive: An immersive creation space designed by all-women VR 
collective. The project enabled the development of a rapid protoyping workflow 
in Unity 3D using ProBuilder package. This was a new skill for the SME and the 
funds enabled the SME to upskill in the creation of interactable objects in VR. 
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f) MakeAmplify: An interactive public art project using 5G and AR to create data-
driven content for public artworks that engage the community. This is being 
developed into a new platform for other artists and Make Amplify have been 
invited to be associate artists at Brighton Dome, and lead visual artist for the 
5G Festival. 

g) Winsland Ltd: Global airport resilience platform; The project created a concept 
of an airport system of systems model using a Bayesian network built with 
commercial software. A scenario comprising cyber-attack and maintenance 
failures was developed and modelled and sensitivities explored in the model. 

h) Fracture Reality: Lightweight ‘digital twin’ of Gatwick airport, an accurate 3D 
model of Gatwick was produced using various datasets from the DRIVA GAL 
data feed. These datasets were then combined with other publicly available 
data sets. The SME was then able to explore and learn various problems in the 
environment. 

i) Future Visual: Real-time simulation of Gatwick Airport what value could 
created by the presentation of the data in a more contextual environment i.e an 
immersive representation of the actual airport space and what improvements 
could be made to operations through the addition of this “virtual layer”. 

Figure 9 presents the location of the companies that received the Superfused Grants, 
that extended far beyond the C2C LEP. 

 

Figure 9 – Location of SMEs that received the Superfused grants 
 

Superfused awards were extensively disseminated among the SMEs subscribed to 
DRIVA and followed an established and clear process.   
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5. Outcomes and Impact 

The unprecedent systemic impact of Covid-19 crisis had a massive influence on the 
growth plans of the SMEs from the CDIT sector, interrupting or delaying it. Therefore, 
the outcomes and impact of DRIVA in companies supported were severely affected. 
Two approaches were employed to collect data to understand the impact of DRIVA 
(table 1): survey and interviews.  

Firstly, there was an online survey jointly conducted with SPRU, responsible for WP3, 
targeting SMEs that received at least 12 hours of support from DRIVA, aiming to verify 
(a) the variation in their R&I investment; (b) the number and depth of the partnerships 
with HEIs; and (c) generation of value from GAL´s data. Of the respondents to the 
online survey, a very limited number fully completed the survey, making it difficult to 
conduct complete statistical analysis, but some insights can be drawn. As a result of 
have received support from DRIVA: 

a) None of the respondents hired new staff, which was as expected considering 
the high level of freelancers in the CDTI sector and Covid-19 crisis; 

b) Respondents expect to keep or increase the average number of freelancers 
they work with; 

c) DRIVA support had high or moderate impact on the progress of SMEs data 
driven innovation projects; 

d) Respondents invest in Research and Development (R&D) and Design, but don’t 
have a specific budget for it. However, they expect to keep the same level of 
spending or even increase in the short term; 

e) Companies that had interact with Gatwick Airport Ltd's data used it for creative 
experimentation, accessing it to explore possibilities or to actually integrate it 
into a project; 

f) Respondents that engaged with Gatwick Airport Ltd's were also subsequently 
interested in collaborative research projects with HEIs that enable them to apply 
for funding. 

 

Interviews with SMEs granted Superfused awards and SMEs that received at least 12 
hours of support but did not applied/received grants (table 5) 

 

SMEs that received 12 hours of support but not the Superfused Awards 

  SME Interviewee Contact 

1  Seymour Powell  Andy Pye   andy.pye@seymourpowell.com 

2  FoolProof  Dicken Doe  dicken.doe@foolproof.co.uk 

SMEs in receipt of Superfused Awards  

  SME Interviewee Contact 

1 Michael Connolly Michael Connolly hello@michaelconnolly.work  

mailto:andy.pye@seymourpowell.com
mailto:dicken.doe@foolproof.co.uk
mailto:hello@michaelconnolly.work
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2 Makeamplify Zach Walker zach@makeamplify.co.uk 

3 Winsland Ltd Martin Hawley martin.hawley@winsland.org  

4 Unique Uncut And Graham Luckhurst gjluckhurst@gmail.com  

Table 5 – SMEs interviewed 

The interview aimed at capturing the impressions of the SMEs on the DRIVA impact 
related to (a) the support offered, (b) the variation in their R&I investment, (c) the 
number and depth of the partnerships with HEIs, (d) the generation of value from 
GAL´s data, and (e) the difference between the two groups. Follows the main insights 
captured from the interviews: 

a) For the SMEs that did not apply for the Superfused Collaborative awards, the 
main reason for that was the lack of time to submit a proposal for the first round, 
and for the second round the projects had already been developed; 

b) Most of the interviewees awarded with the Superfused grants highly credit it to 
the support of the DRIVA team in helping to structure the project, particularly 
Karen Cham, Jennifer Wells, Donna Close and Stuart Hedley; 

c) According to the interviewees, in general, the DRIVA web platform was very 
useful to look for and register in the DRIVA events, but still lacked search 
functionalities and the “matching” feature does not provide great results (which 
could be improved with more people registering to it). One interviewee pointed 
that it “discouraged the use of non-IT people”; 

d) In regard to the DRIVA migration to a full remote delivery to comply with 
government regulations on Covid-19 social distancing: (i) some tech problems 
were reported in the delivery of the remote sessions and (ii) there was a low 
level of interaction between DRIVA members and participants of the events;  

e) Even without the Superfused awards, SMEs were able to make very high level 
of progress in their innovation projecst. The receivers of the grant point out that 
the Superfused awards lowered the risks associated with trying something new; 

f) The SMEs interviewed has no specific budget for Research &Development, so 
it is difficult to measure how much was the variation considering DRIVA support, 
but all of them consider increase the average number of staff hours dedicated 
to explorative projects; 

g) One SME highlighted the importance of empathy regarding the SMEs financial 
vulnerability. The asymmetry of processes (financial/ payments) between the 
University and the SME should be considered. Even small delays in releasing 
the payment of the grants can cause serious issues to SMEs activities, and this 
should be considered in future initiatives; 

h) SMEs awarded with the grants had the opportunity to interact more closely with 
the academics and become more informed about the possibilities of 
partnerships with HEIs and be able toconsider a partnership in a near future, 
particularly to apply for new grants together;  

i) The value from GAL´s data was in providing a platform for exploration of new 
potential opportunities, other than actually apply it to projects. Most of the 

mailto:zach@makeamplify.co.uk
mailto:martin.hawley@winsland.org
mailto:gjluckhurst@gmail.com
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interviewees pointed out that it was too complex for their ability of dealing with 
the tools (people with no experience find it very hard to use it).  
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6. Economic sustainability 

In this section, the aim is to comprehend how the DRIVA digital platform would become 
sustainable, and how other assets resulted from the project, such as expertise, 
programmes, resources, and networks, would be exploited after the project finishes. 
Thus, an interview was carried with the PI of the project, Prof Karen Cham, which also 
provided complementary report with the proposed business model for the post-project 
exploitation. 

According to Prof Karen, DRIVA platform has a huge value to the University of 
Brighton in terms of an engaged community of innovation stakeholders invested in 
innovating with ‘internet of place’ data. This type of data is paramount to 5G and future 
network services that will support smart cities. A smart city involves, but is not limited 
to, responsive traffic systems, data informed public services, real time crisis 
responses, smart homes, untethered AR/VR in retail, arts and entertainment, mobile 
AI, IoT and privacy and trust. 

Linked to Connected Futures and DRIVA SME liaison, there is Jen Wells (part of 
DRIVA Arts DRIVA team) successful Fellowship application at Connected Places 
Catapult7. It allows to maintain a live service and continue to post events, opportunities 
and resources pertinent to the subject area as a way to gather ongoing market 
research into the client base. The platform is hosted on University of Brighton servers 
but has a £300pcm maintenance contract with the agency that built it. 

Prof Karen Cham will lead the development of the commercial offer, anchored on the 
12-hour distance learning ‘Data Driven UXD’ programme. Delivered in partnership with 
TechCircus8, this will be scaled up via FutureLearn9 as chargeable Continuing 
Professional Development (CPD) to cover associated costs. Market research during 
DRIVA indicated most participants would pay between £500-750 for the 12-hour 
programme. It is not yet credit bearing but could be offered as a partial remote credit, 
feeding towards: PG Cert, PG Dip, MSc User Experience Design, PG Cert, PG Dip, 
MSc Data Analytics, Digital and Technology Solutions Specialist (Data Analytics) 
Master’s Degree Apprenticeship. 

Furthermore, the LGF funded data Research & Innovation Value Accelerator Lab 
(DRIL) that formed part of the DRIVA offer pre-Covid, will be the physical space and 
technical service that will support future R&E partnership activities, led by Prof Anya 
Belz and the Applied Data Analytics Research Group. Future investment will be in 
terms of creating a virtual innovation environment, for example on GitHub and/or in 
partnership with Here Technologies10 to support product innovation for 5G and future 
network, smart cities, IoT and geodata economies. 

Considering the approved fellowship, and the support of the University to host the 
platform in its servers and cover its maintenance through DRIL project, the platform 
has been kept live. Its full exploitation will depend on the successful implementation 
of the commercial offer. 

 
7 https://cp.catapult.org.uk/ 
8 https://www.techcircus.io/ 
9 https://www.futurelearn.com/ 
10 https://www.here.com/ 

https://www.here.com/
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7. Conclusions and Lessons Learnt 

Although the project was not able to reach 100% targets in terms of engagement, it is 
important to highlight the context in which it was delivered (Covid-19 crisis, see 1.1) 
and spill over effects of DRIVA Not just SMEs engaged with the platform, but also 
Corporates, Research Organisations, Public Sector entities and Charities (see 3.1, 
figure 5). 

In relation to the design of the project: 

a) The Driva platform was delivered as planned, although SMEs reported that more 
search functionalities are needed to provide a better experience in the “matching” 
feature, what would return better results with more people registered into it; 

b) The outreach of the programme was broader than the C2C Lep area, demonstrating 
the relevance of the programme to other parts of the country (see 3.1, figure 6); 

c) The report “Value capture strategies in the creative industries” (WP3) provided what 
initially intended, exploring not just the target geography of DRIVA, but expanding it to 
the whole UK. However, there is no evidence of the dissemination of the results, once 
the report is not incorporated in DRIVA web platform or embedded in any other online 
platform or event found related to DRIVA what should be consider if a continuation of 
the project is put in place (see topic 6); 

Regarding the project delivery: 

a) Events were highly evaluated by the participants (see 4.1, figure 7), however some 
technical problems in the remote delivery were reported. Initiatives in the future should 
consider the difficult of the delivery systems and participants connections; 

b) Superfused awards were extensively disseminated among the SMEs subscribed to 
DRIVA and followed an established and clear process (see 4.2). 

About the outcomes and impact of DRIVA: 

a) SMEs expect to keep the same level of R&D and Design spending or even increase 
in the short term; 

b) It is expected an increase in the average number of freelancers in the short term, 
however internal staff numbers are expected to be the same; 

c) SMEs granted with Superfused had the chance to establish closer relations to the 
academics, what was not the case for other participants; 

d)  Gal’s data were most employed for creative experimentation, other than 
incorporated in actual projects. 
 
Considering that DRIVA web platform and events will be integrated into Research & 
Innovation Value Accelerator Lab (DRIL) (topic 6), it seems that all the developments 
made during the programme and connections established has a good chance of 
keeping generating value. 
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